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Conditional Sentences
1. REVIEW
CONDITIONAL TYPE O:

 When, if + simple present + simple present
 Facts, a scientific truth
 Example: If you heat water to 100°C, it boils.
CONDITIONAL TYPE 1:

 If + simple present + simple future
 Possible in the future
 Example: If I meet my friend, we’ll go to the café
(I may meet my friend; It is probable, but I’m not sure)
CONDITIONAL TYPE 2:

 If + simple past + would + verb
 Unreal present, imaginary situation
 Example: If I were rich, I would travel around the world
(I’m not rich. It is unlikely that I travel around the world)
CONDITIONAL TYPE 3:

 If + past perfect + would +have + past participial
 Unreal past
 Example: If he had worked hard, he would have passed the exam
( I didn’t pass the exam because I didn’t work hard)

2. PRACTICE
Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

If I (wake up) _______________early, I’ll go jogging.
He (visit) _______________his uncle, if he finishes early.
If she had taken care of her son, he (not/become) _______________a criminal.
If I were a star, I (help) _______________the poor.
She would have been top of her class if she (work) _______________hard.
If he (be) _______________ careful, he would not have had that terrible accident.
I (pass) _______________the exam if I had worked hard .
Her father would not have died, if he (see) _______________to the doctor earlier.

Rewrite these sentences as suggested
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1. He was careless. That’s why, he had that terrible accident.
If…
2. I can’t buy a new computer because I don’t have enough money.
If…
3. He missed the train because he was late.
If…
4. She didn’t attend the conference because she was pregnant.
If…
5. He died because they didn’t rescue him on time.
If…
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